Emotional maturity of medical students impacting their adult learning skills in a newly established public medical school at the east coast of Malaysian Peninsula
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Abstract: Emotional maturity (EM) is defined as the ability of an individual to respond to situations, control emotions, and behave in an adult manner when dealing with others. EM is associated with adult learning skill, which is an important aspect of professional development as stated in the principles of andragogy. These principles are basically a characteristic feature of adult learning, which is defined as “the entire range of formal, non-formal, and informal learning activities that are undertaken by adults after an initial education and training, which result in the acquisition of new knowledge and skills”. The purpose of this study is to find out the influence of EM on adult learning among Years I and II medical students of Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin (UniSZA). The study population included preclinical medical students of UniSZA from Years I and II of the academic session 2015/2016. The convenient sampling technique was used to select the sample. Data were collected using “EM scale” to evaluate emotional level and adult learning scale to assess the adult learning scores. Out of 120 questionnaires, only six response sheets were not complete and the remaining 114 (95%) were complete. Among the study participants, 23.7% (27) and 76.3% (87) were males and females, respectively. The data were then compiled and analyzed using SPSS Version 22. The Pearson’s correlation method was used to find the significance of their association. The results revealed a significant correlation between EM and adult learning scores ($r=0.40$, $p<0.001$). Thus, the study result supports the prediction, and based on the current findings, it can be concluded that there is a significant correlation between EM and adult learning and it has an effect on the students. Medical faculty members should give more emphasis on these aspects to produce health professionals. Henceforward, researchers can expect with optimism that the country will create more rational medical doctors.
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Introduction

Emotional intelligence (EI) and emotional maturity (EM)

EI is the skill to recognize and accomplish one’s personal emotions and the emotions of others.1 EI is also demarcated as an ability-based skill that permits for training in precise proficiencies that can be directly useful to a particular arena.2 Emotionally intelligent people have good emotional awareness, which includes social and personal intelligence. Therefore, they have the ability to connect emotions and to think to solve problems, in managing interpersonal relationships and interactions, especially in the business and educational spheres.1,3 Consequently, emotionally intelligent people possess professional personalities needed, especially, in medical education, to ensure...
proper health care of any community. Multiple studies have recommended that medical schools are interested in developing EI in their undergraduates to ensure better health care. EI of medical students paves the way to the transition of medical students from their pedagogy to andragogy learning. Lecturers who possess and utilize EI are always in an advantageous position to communicate and resolve the educational and social problems of their students. Maturity is a wide-ranging term and considered as a psychological term used to specify how a person reacts to the situations or background in a suitable way. There is one more term EM that is a part of the term maturity, which means the state at which the mental and emotional capabilities of an individual are fully developed. Therefore, it has been suggested that it would be more reasonable to emphasize EM than EI. EM travels much more than only intelligence. EM means a “higher state of consciousness, guided by what one senses, feels, and intuit, and one’s heart”. EM is also defined as how well one is able to respond to situations, control emotions, and behave in an adult manner when dealing with others. EMs go along with the following five principles: 1) every negative emotion in a person is a consequence of his or her past experiences, 2) adults are also fixated with emotions of their childhood, 3) a person’s feelings are individualized, 4) adults being emotionally mature and childlike is a universal fact, and 5) mindfulness, attentional focus, and self-awareness are the key facts about EM.

### Adult learning theories and andragogy

Adult learning is defined as the whole range of official, unofficial, and casual learning events that are undertaken by adults after discontinuing preliminary education and training, which results in the gaining of new information and benefits. It has been reported that by adopting older instructional methods, there was a very insignificant development noticed at the completion of the teaching session among adults. The worst part of the traditional teaching model has been revealed in the reputed journal Academic Emergency Medicine, in 2014, that learners often feel they already possess more knowledge and skill than their instructor. Thereafter, both learners and instructors of US Army medical school wish to have more proficient and more meticulous instructional strategy to harmonized adult-learning model. There is a strong interrelationship between self-directed learning (SDL) readiness and EI. Similarly, research also establishes the fact that provision of SDL style increases learners’ capability to become strong, self-directed learners. It has been reported that emotionally intelligent people are able to lead themselves toward the desired direction, which is actually the contribution of SDL. Again, SDL is an integral part of adult learning. Andragogy is one of the popular theories among adult learning theories. Andragogy assumes that adults are experienced, independent, and self-directed. Therefore, they can integrate in the learning demand of their everyday need, are interested in immediate problem-centered approaches, and are motivated more internally. Globally, medical education involves adults, and it is logical to focus on adult learning theories, especially andragogy. There are a number of traversing adult learning theories, which can be grouped into six main classes. These include instrumental learning, humanistic transformative learning, social theories of learning, motivational models, reflective models, and situated cognition. SDL and andragogy are considered under humanistic learning theory and reported to be the top of the mentioned theories. The term andragogy was first used by the German scholar Alexander Kapp in 1833 to describe the educational theory of the Greek philosopher Plato. Alexander Kapp used the word andragogy to mention the regular procedure by which adult learners are involved in continuing education to build themselves. Furthermore, Kapp did not mention whether he developed the word or borrowed; he also did not develop the theory but rationalizes “andragogy” as the practical necessity of the education of adults. The word andragogy resurfaced in 1921 in a statement by Rosenstock in which he contended that adult education required distinct instructors, approaches, and philosophy, and he used the term andragogy to refer comprehensively to these different prerequisites. The lookouts of adult learners are significantly different from children; adults learn efficiently when they have a strong internal inspiration to grow a new skill and proficiency to exist in their profession. The Canadian Literacy and Learning Network describes the following seven principles of adult learning: 1) adults must want to learn; 2) adults will learn only what they feel they need to learn; 3) adults learn by doing; 4) adult learning focuses on problems and the problems must be realistic; 5) experience affects adult learning; 6) adults learn best in an informal situation; and 7) adults want guidance. Andragogy is equally important in medical education like any education, as medical students need to be self-motivated in their education and also in the professional field. Increasing evidence suggests that by adopting andragogy, health care has been improved substantially. Andragogy is the art and science of helping an adult to learn as defined by the eminent scientist Knowles. It has been described that instructional efficacy of the teachers and self-motivation of
the learners were upgraded and reached the high standard by adopting andragogy. There are five conventions upon which andragogy is founded; they are SDL; experience as a source for learning; readiness to learn that becomes oriented to the development of social roles; problem-centered learning; and internal motivation to learn. Any experienced medical teacher or facilitator will agree at once that these qualities will always enhance and promote medical education to produce a high-quality holistic doctor.

Adult learning theories and the relation between EI and EM

All these aspects help the students to enhance their motivation as an adult learner; however, the motivated behavior is toned by their emotions. Therefore, the importance of their EM needs to be recognized with adult learning and academic achievement. A number of studies suggested to focus on EM than on EI, as EM explores beyond intelligence and refers to a higher state of self-awareness, guided by what one senses, feels and intuits, and one’s heart. It has also been reported that minor portions of common people actually process all their decisions on the basis of true emotion. Therefore, it has been noticed that a majority actually kills their emotion alive for existence. EI is the understanding of emotions; EM is the application of that knowledge. EI and EM are comparable to knowledge and wisdom. Nevertheless, two eminent scientists, Dr Jeffrey A Cantor and Dr Patricia Cranton, sketched into five different points regarding adults’ learning styles; 1) adults are autonomous and self-directed; 2) goal oriented; 3) relevancy oriented or problem centered, therefore, they need to know why they are learning something; 4) practical and problem solvers; 5) accumulated life experiences. Andragogy is the instruction method planned for adults to emphasize more on the process and less on the content. Case studies, role playing, simulations, and self-evaluations were reported as the most useful methods, and teachers should play a role of a facilitator but not as a professor with the high level of knowledge. Definitely, these strategies of action in any classroom in medical education will be extremely helpful. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that adults are natural and have dissimilar motivations for learning than children. Motivations are required: 1) to develop or uphold social relationships; 2) to encounter external anticipation, such as the supervisor expresses that you have to upgrade skill X to save your career; 3) to acquire extraordinary qualities to oblige others, such as administrators frequently attain fundamental skill of first aid to protect their employees; 4) professional advancement; 5) escape or stimulation and 6) “pure interest”. It was further deduced that self-actualization was the major cause of adult learning, and the task of the educator was to promote adult learners to grow and accomplish their full potential as emotional, psychological, and intellectual beings. It was further prophesied that andragogy would be considered by the “tension between human agency and social structures as the most potent influences on adult learning. Here, andragogy is unconditional, on the side of humanity and the power of the individual to shed the shackles of history and circumstance, in pursuit of learning”.

Faculty of Medicine, Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin (UniSZA)

The Faculty of Medicine, UniSZA, is scheduled to conduct a major revision in the next few years of the undergraduate medical curriculum. The medical faculty of the UniSZA has evolved with time. It initially started as a faculty of health sciences, offering three diploma programs in radiography, medical laboratory technology, and nursing science. UniSZA was honored with the trust given by the Ministry of Higher Education of the Government of Malaysia to contribute toward the development and improvement of health care by the approval of the University’s medical program in Kuala Terengganu, Terengganu, Malaysia. The approval was granted by the Ministry of Higher Education on February 3, 2009. Faculty had already started the one-degree program, Dietetics (Honors) in 2008; MBBS (Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery) became a part of the program in 2009. In 2011, a Diploma in Physiotherapy was added to the existing diploma programs. It was planned that the faculty of medicine would start to admit new groups of students in another three new programs by 2015 but actually started admittance from the current year 2016. Programs are: 1) Bachelor of Biomedicine, 2) Bachelor of Medical Imaging and Diagnostics, and 3) Bachelor of Nutrition. The first group of 30 MBBS students, admitted in 2009, graduated in August 2014. Therefore, UniSZA medical graduates started working as house officers and serving Malaysia from early 2015. UniSZA has successfully graduated another two batches in 2015 and 2016. Therefore, around 140 medical graduates are serving in Malaysian health system as house officers. Malaysian medical education is usually of 5-year program and 2-year housemanship in hospitals owned by the Ministry of Health, Government of Malaysia.

The purpose of the study

It has been viewed as there is a close association between EM and adult learning skills. Thereafter, the current study
intended to evaluate EM scores of the preclinical medical students of Faculty of Medicine, UniSZA and also, to assess the adult learning skills in these subjects and to find out the association between EM and adult learning skills in these medical students. The data were collected using two standardized and validated instruments: 1) EM scale and 2) the adult learning questionnaire. Details of questionnaires are in the "Materials and methods" section. The findings of this study will provide suitable data to redesign the novel educational program to enrich personalities of the medical students. Consequently, these data will be more helpful for UniSZA and Faculty of Medicine to produce high quality professional medical doctors for Malaysian community.

Materials and methods
Study type, population, sampling, and ethics
This was a cross-sectional study conducted on medical students of UniSZA. The study population was from the Faculty of Medicine, UniSZA, preclinical medical students, from Years I and II of academic session 2015/2016. The Universal sampling method was applied as total population was less; at UniSZA, Faculty of Medicine, each year average intake was only 60 for MBBS program. Therefore, the total study population was 126 but only 120 self-administered questionnaires were distributed to the preclinical students of the Faculty of Medicine, UniSZA, because six students participated in the pretested program. Both the questionnaires were in the English language; Malaysian medical students are quite fluent in the English language. Furthermore, in Malaysian medical school as per Malaysia Medical Council and Malaysian Quality Assurance Authority the language of instruction is English. This exercise was carried out soon after the professional development classes, which were part of their curriculum by extending the time for half an hour. Research ethics were strictly maintained, especially regarding confidentiality. Explanation concerning the purpose of the study was given to the participants to utilize their data for research purposes. Prior to data collection, informed written consent was obtained from the management as well as the students of this study. The period of study was from October 2015 to April 2016. This research obtained the ethical approval from UniSZA Research Ethics Committee (UniSZA. C/1/ UHREC/628-1 (30); June 16, 2015). The current research was totally anonymous and voluntary.

Questionnaires validation and statistical issue
The data were collected using two standardized and validated instruments. Both the questionnaires were initially developed by other institutes.58,59 1) EM scale was developed by National psychological corporation Kacheri Ghat, Agra, India.58 The principal author Dr. Vidya Bhagat bought the questionnaire from the mentioned institute. 2) The second questionnaire – adult learning questionnaire – was developed by Dr. Muhamad Saiful Bahri Yusoff, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia.59 The researchers of the present study obtained formal permission to use the validated instrument of adult learning. The instruments were validated many times in different universities of foreign countries and Malaysia, but questionnaires were again pretested and validated for the medical students of UniSZA. Most of the sections of both questionnaires demonstrated acceptable values, with a range between 0.672 and 0.882, which indicated that both instruments possessed good internal consistency and reliability. The evidence of convergent validity was shown by the significant correlations between the items of each section and the overall mean in each section ($r_s$ = 0.332–0.718; $p < 0.05$).60,61

The “EM scale” contains 48 questions, with 5-point Likert scale (very much = 5, much = 4, undecided = 3, probably = 2, and never = 1) giving a maximum score of 240 ($\geq 115$ = higher EM; $100–115$ = normal EM; and $< 100$ = lower EM). The “adult learning questionnaire” contains only six questions, similar to 5-point Likert scale (1 = least like you, 2 = in between scores of 1 and 3, 3 = 50% like you, 4 = in between scores of 3 and 5, and 5 = most like you). Adult learning scale is a 15-point scale, which varies from $-15$ to $+15$ scores distributed on the probability scale. Here, positive scores are the “$X$” scores and the negative scores are the “$Y$” scores. Zero is the cutoff point and the scores above the cutoff point are andragogy learning skills and below the cutoff point are pedagogy skills (adult learning score = $X - Y$). The data were compiled and analyzed using SPSS Version 21. The independent $t$-test and Pearson’s correlation were used for comparing the data, especially mean. The mean is the average of the numbers: a calculated central value of a set of numbers.

Results
Sociodemographic data
Out of 120 questionnaires distributed among Years I and II preclinical medical students of UniSZA, 114 were returned with a response rate of 95%, excluding the six preclinical students (Years I and II) of the Faculty of Medicine, UniSZA, who participated in the validation program. Among the study participants, 23.7% (27) and 76.3% (87) were males and females, respectively. A total of 52.6% (60), 18.4% (21), 28.1% (32), and 0.9% (1) of the study participants were from Malay, Chinese, Indian, and other races, respectively.
A total of 53.5% (61), 17.5% (20), 26.3% (30), and 2.6% (3) study participants have their religion as Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, and Christianity, respectively. Again, the study participants were 50.9% (58) and 49.1% (56) from Years I and II, respectively (Table 1).

### Emotion maturity and adult learning scores

The mean (SD) scores of males and females are 25.70 (4.99) and 25.39 (5.36) for emotional instability, 24.81 (5.54) and 23.91 (5.32) for emotional regression, 24.59 (5.46) and 22.75 (4.59) for social adjustment, 20.22 (4.53) and 19.29 (3.92) for personality disintegration, and 19.15 (3.72) and 19.40 (3.16) for lack of intelligence, respectively. The total mean (SD) scores for EM in males and females are 113.63 (16.72) and 110.86 (15.85), respectively. There were no statistically significant (p>0.05) mean difference of these aforementioned (EM [p=0.436], adult learning [p=0.804], emotional instability [p=0.788], emotional regression [p=0.445], social maladjustment [p=0.083], personality disintegration [p=0.300], and lack of independence [p=0.727]) scores between males and females (Table 2). UniSZA medical students can be categorized according to the EM level: 21.9% (25), 35.1% (40), and 43% (49) were with low, normal, and high EM, respectively (Figure 1). Again, UniSZA medical students can be categorized according to adult learning skills: 3.5% (4) and 96.5% (110) were under pedagogy and andragogy skills, respectively (Figure 2).

### Correlation between EM and adult learning scores

The result showed that there was a statistically significant correlation (Table 3 and Figure 3) between adult learning scores and EM scores (r=0.40, p<0.001). Thereafter, statistically significant (Figure 4) correlation was also observed in emotional instability (r=0.37, p<0.001), emotional regression (r=0.30, p=0.001), and social maladjustment (r=0.27, p=0.004). However, there was no statistically significant correlation (Table 3 and Figure 5) between adult learning scores and personality disintegration (r=0.15, p=0.108) and lack of independence (r=0.15, p=0.122).

### Discussion

The present study group included 114 premedical students of UniSZA, which comprises a larger part of female students. The sociodemographic profile of these study participants includes participant’s racial and religious background. The results of the present study show that irrespective of their demographic background, the study participants showed significantly affected EM, particularly at the initial stage, when they enter the medical realm and try to fit in. A number of earlier studies have supported the findings of the present study.62,63 Similar earlier study also suggested that this process of “fitting in”, stirred heightened sense of anxiety, and sense of escaping.60 As newly admitted students had to make some new

---

**Table 1** Sociodemographic profile of the study participants (n=114)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (sociodemographic characteristics)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>76.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhism</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinduism</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year I</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year II</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Comparison of areas of emotional maturity scores and adult learning scores between males and females (n=114)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Mean difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>t-statistics (df)</th>
<th>P-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EM scores</td>
<td>113.63 (16.72)</td>
<td>110.86 (15.85)</td>
<td>2.77 (-4.24, 9.78)</td>
<td>0.782 (112)</td>
<td>0.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult learning scores</td>
<td>4.52 (2.34)</td>
<td>4.67 (2.80)</td>
<td>-0.15 (-1.33, 1.03)</td>
<td>-0.249 (112)</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>25.70 (4.99)</td>
<td>25.39 (5.36)</td>
<td>0.31 (-1.99, 2.62)</td>
<td>0.269 (112)</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional regression</td>
<td>24.81 (5.54)</td>
<td>23.91 (5.32)</td>
<td>0.91 (-1.44, 3.25)</td>
<td>0.767 (112)</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social maladjustment</td>
<td>24.59 (5.42)</td>
<td>22.75 (4.59)</td>
<td>1.85 (-0.25, 3.94)</td>
<td>1.748 (112)</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disintegration</td>
<td>20.22 (4.54)</td>
<td>19.29 (3.92)</td>
<td>0.94 (-0.84, 2.71)</td>
<td>1.042 (112)</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of independence</td>
<td>19.15 (3.72)</td>
<td>19.40 (3.16)</td>
<td>-0.25 (-1.7, 1.19)</td>
<td>-0.350 (112)</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Independent t-test.

Abbreviation: EM, emotional maturity; CI, confidence interval; df, degrees of freedom; SD, standard deviation.
tunings in their university life, some new outlines of behavior and social order started, which lead to experience emotional instability.63 These emotions were frequently intense, uncontrolled, and seemingly irrational.63 Time is the best healer, and with time, these emotional behaviors improve as students move to senior levels.63 A number of studies reported that medical students also follow pedagogy learning pattern.64–66

Another study reported that EM was a principal aspect especially as a forecaster of success in essay tests among medical students.67 It also reported that medical students especially undergraduates suffer from high levels of emotional distress, low level of EM, and psychosocial intervention, resulting in improved EM.68,69 Therefore, emotional immaturity takes its toll in learning, transitioning from pedagogy into andragogy.
The forecasted views in the hypothesis that EM has an impact on adult learning skills of medical students were statistically analyzed. The study result shows the significance as per the predicted hypothetical views. The study result has been supported by a number of studies that state that the adult learning is self-directed of the knowledge about the impact of emotion on learning broadly.70–72 Thereafter, emotion cannot be considered to be detached from the learning setting, even evidences suggest that emotion is equally acting in the online situation as an essential component.70–73

Another study compared “young students” and “mature students” and concluded that the senior pupils were more encouraged with modern pedagogical methods such as those concentrating on “employability and immediately relevant competencies are required”.74 Andragogy also shoulders that there are different education physiognomies and necessities for adults than for children, and therefore, instructional strategy for adults must be different from the pedagogical ones used for children.32 Accordingly, medical schools should encourage adult learning in budding medical professionals. Psychological maturity has an impact on entering into andragogy learning type.32,75,76 As a person matures emotionally and intellectually, his or her self-concept moves from dependency to self-directing human being.77–80 EM is an integral part of adult learning.81

The five important areas of EM were measured in the present study and correlated. Out of the five major areas of emotional immaturity, two areas, independence and personality disintegration show no statistically significant

### Table 3: The correlation between adult learning skills and areas of EM among the premedical students (n=114)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Adult learning scores</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>P-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EM scores</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional regression</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social maladjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disintegration</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of independence</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Pearson’s correlation. Bold P-values are statistically significant.
Abbreviation: EM, emotional maturity.

![Figure 3: Correlation between adult learning scores and EM scores (n=114).](https://www.dovepress.com/)

![Figure 4: Correlation between adult learning scores and emotional instability, emotional regression and social maladjustment (n =114).](https://www.dovepress.com/)

![Figure 5: Correlation between adult learning scores and personality disintegration, and lack of independence (n=114).](https://www.dovepress.com/)

![Figure 6: Correlation between adult learning scores and personality disintegration, and lack of independence (n=114).](https://www.dovepress.com/)
(p<0.05) correlation. Other areas, emotional instability, emotional regression, and social maladjustment, were statistically significantly (p<0.05) correlated with adult learning. The area of EM that has significantly impacted emotional instability affects the learning area of medical students; this fact has been supported by one of the earlier studies in which neuroticism (emotionally unstable) reacts negatively to academic stress; this factor must have contributed to the low academic performance. Social maladjustments also due to immaturity pave a way to pedagogy. One Indian study reported that the prevalence rate of EM (average to low) was 63.38% among health science students, whereas the prevalence rate of EM in the present study findings was 78.1%, which was much higher (normal to high maturity level). It has been reported that “medical students who were more intelligent emotionally performed better in both the continuous assessments and the final professional examination”. Most of the study participants were found to be either normal (35.1%) or high (43%) in EM.

Therefore, from the study results, researchers can expect that with a high level of maturity UniSZA medical graduates will perform better academically and in real life scenarios as mature practitioners and rational prescribers. In other studies, it was claimed that emotionally mature people are self-aware and possess supervisory skills, improving health care quality. Hence, UniSZA medical students can be on the good side in Malaysia and hopefully a time will come they will lead health care in Malaysia. “Andragogy – the study of adult education – has been endorsed by many medical educators throughout North America”. Another study revealed that medical teachers “need to stop rationalizing our traditional, teacher-centered efforts at the cost of our adult learners and start viewing the adult learner as more than an imaginary character”. In the present study, the majority (96.49%) of the respondents follow andragogy. Therefore, the respondents were in the same line of Knowles, the “guru of the adult education”.

**Limitations**

This is a cross-sectional study and has its inherent limitation. Moreover, the sample size was only 114. Therefore, it is quite difficult to generalize the study findings for the whole country. On the other hand, students’ genetic and intellectual aspects also contribute to their adult learning skills. The present study did not explore these areas because of insufficient time, and no research fund was obtained. Therefore, new extensive research in this regard is advocated to promote and produce more holistic medical doctors for the community.

**Conclusion**

This research concludes with suggestions that developing awareness of EM and its influence on adult learning will pave a way to develop enriched professional personalities among the medical students. The introduction of such programs may also develop the insight among the mentors of students; thereby, they can mend their mentees’ emotional behavior. The study results support the hypothetical view that there is an association between EM and adult learning skill. Consequently, this result strengthens the hypothetical view of the researchers. The correlation between andragogy and developing awareness regarding EM will then reinforce its application in developing adult educational module, strengthened by leading-edge studies.
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